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Our celebration of the people who are
creating some of the most dynamic and exciting
pieces, places and spaces on the planet.
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designers of the year | architecture | Lang Wilson Practice in Architecture Culture

Q+A

Name a perfectly designed object.

The Bird Chair by Bertoia.
What everyday object needs a redesign?

Streets.
What current design/object
is destined to become iconic?

The QR code; the High Line Park
in New York.
Who is the greatest designer?

Nature.

URBAN
OUTFITTERS

O

What is your dream design project?

An urban-eco-social hybrid
for people, the arts and culture.
What’s your favourite city, and why?

Berlin (vibrant subculture
and affordability); New York
(art, parks and density); Barcelona
(design innovation); Vancouver
(environment); Rome (not designed
for cars, now at times free of
cars, a city for people).

A coup le a im s t o t ra n sf or m th e w ay w e th i n k ab o u t
inne rcit y liv in g , o n e su s t a i n a b l e p r o j e c t a t ti me .
BY ANICKA QUIN
PHOTOGRAPHS BY
NIC LEHOUX
STYLING BY
MAUREEN WILLICK
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Oliver Lang and Cindy Wilson are drawn
to cities on the edge. They met in Barcelona in the early ’90s—a time when young
architectural students were enticed by the
city’s rapid post-Franco, pre-Olympics urban regeneration. And they might have
stayed there, were it not for the fall of the
Berlin Wall. There was a city to reunify,
and an architectural renaissance to join.
Then, three years after their time in Berlin, an offer from Santiago, Chile, proved
irresistible, as did other opportunities in
New York City.
So when the time came to move to Vancouver in 1999, it made perfect sense—
yet another city on the verge of change. “I
think we’ve always been interested in the

IT TAKES TWO Oliver Lang
and Cindy Wilson in their
home within Monad, the
prefab condo they designed.
Daughter Olivia runs into the
bedroom on the lower level.
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designers of the year | architecture |
idea of cities,” says Lang. “And Vancouver
was still sort of an outpost in the Pacific
Northwest, really poised with potential.”
Lang Wilson Practice in Architecture
Culture (LWPAC) began in earnest in
1998 in NYC and, since then, our Architects of the Year have been creating
ground-breaking projects that are both
visually arresting and socially transformative. There was the Governor General’s
award-winning Roar One, a condo in Vancouver’s university district that incorporated interior courtyards and deployable
floor-to-ceiling “sliders” on the building’s
facade—designed both to protect against
hot summer sun and to give the building
a constantly morphing appearance.
It was followed closely by Monad, a
condo built on a standard 33-foot lot and
designed to take all of the positives of
life in a single-family home (backyard,
dedicated entranceway, a basement for
storage) and convert it to work vertically. Lang and Wilson wanted to rethink
the traditional condo: that single-sided,
15- to 20-foot-wide and 40-foot-deep box

OPENING DAY Lang and Wilson’s
design for the Monad building
focused on porosity—bringing in
natural light and air circulation.
An interior courtyard, open to the
sky, is perfect for a summer bed
for their daughter. Opposite page,
the master bedroom gets fresh
air from a sliding door that opens
to an interior courtyard (top); the
kitchen opens to over 500 square
feet of outdoor space (bottom).
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URBAN LEGEND A small seam on the concrete floor is the only sign that
these homes were built offsite in a warehouse. The rooftop deck is designed
for rooftop gardens, including urban agriculture—Lang has planted tomatoes
this year, and plans to include small fruit trees in the future (above). Opposite
page, “sliders” on the building’s facade have angled slots that prevent hot
summer sun from warming up the units, and they’re movable by the suite
owners—the building never looks the same on any given day.

that proliferates in the city. “You get this
long tunnel with a window at the end,”
explains Lang. “It certainly didn’t work
for our typology.”
Instead, the units in Monad have several interior courtyards and light wells
that punctuate the structure. The elevator runs up through the central courtyard, and each resident has a separate
entranceway, outside, surrounded by
gardens. Terraced outdoor living is
very much a part of the structure: one
1,280-square-foot home has a 500-squarefoot deck; a 2,000-square-foot penthouse
has over 1,200 square feet of outdoor
space. (Viewed from above, all the exterior surfaces are covered with gardens or
decking, including the rooftop.) All have
generous storage rooms in the basement,
because LWPAC didn’t have to dedicate
the entire lower level to parking—they
used a car elevator instead, requiring only
a few square feet for the vehicles.
But the most inspiring thing? Much of
this building was constructed off-site; at
a prefab factory in Surrey, LWPAC designed C-shaped, 45-foot modules with
all of the mechanical systems, plumbing,
electrical and siding incorporated within.
Building in a factory setting meant they
never had to worry about weather, and
waste was drastically reduced—nothing
lost to the construction site, no mould issues to counter. Lang and Wilson were
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AIR APPARENT Installing a car elevator
freed the lower level for storage and bike
lockers (middle, left). A central courtyard
in the building means that suites—or sky
houses, as LWPAC refers to them—get light
from three sides (middle, right). Nearly every
room in each suite has direct access to the
outdoors, whether it’s an interior courtyard
or an outside deck (top).

ONE
TO WATCH

RUF PROJECT

( ARCHI TE C T U RE )

While planning a First Nations-inspired reconstruction of a Gulf
Islands home in 2011, Sean Pearson, founder of the Vancouverbased Rural / Urban / Fantasy / Project, built directly on the
foundation of the house’s predecessor to minimize the impact on the
earth. It’s that combination of innovation grounded in conscientiousness that unites
RUF’s many multidisciplinary projects. From building to landscape to branding,
Pearson’s work is thoughtfully, tastefully done: for the award-winning Football
Training Centre in Soweto, South Africa, Pearson used locally sourced timber
and hired a local artist to design the stadium’s requisite security fence, marrying
practicality and sustainability without sacrificing aesthetics. Judges Marcia and Lloyd
Secter were quick to praise these “well-executed and
consistent” endeavours. Although RUF has worked
on projects tied to every corner of the globe, Pearson,
a native of Winnipeg, aims to maintain a distinctly
Canadian approach to his craft. We can’t wait to see
what’s next.—Katie Coopersmith
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attracted to the control afforded by this
factory setting—they were in effect designing a product, not simply a home. At
the end, each module was trucked down
busy West Fourth Avenue and craned
into place.
And yet, standing within the airy, lightfilled spaces, there are no giveaways to
the building’s origins. In fact, the design
feels better than a typical condo along
this busy street—the interior light wells
mean that, even on a hot day, the streetside windows can remain closed to traffic, blocking out noise, and air circulation
isn’t compromised.
Ultimately, LWPAC’s goal is to design
a prototype for sustainable living in an
urban centre. To encourage people to
live within walking distance of shops
and stores—while allowing developers
to take advantage of narrow plots of land
on busy arteries. And most importantly,
to make these “sky houses,” as LWPAC
calls them, desirable, even sought-after,
places to live. “I don’t think density is
necessarily a positive term,” explains
Lang. “Density means shoving things
together. To make density good, we have
to counter it with porosity—to open it
up with light and air, and that it should
feel as good or better than a single-family house.”
It was this commitment to rethinking
urban density that caught the attention
of our judging panel—Marc Boutin was
“impressed by Lang Wilson’s capacity to
define a comprehensive perspective on
architecture and architectural practice,”
he explained. “A much-needed ambition
given the critical need for environmental stewardship and the opportunities afforded by new technological processes.”
It’s the city itself that’s rewarded by
these rethinks of our urban future, as
Lang aptly puts it. “The words ‘economy’
and ‘ecology’ have the same root, and
there’s something interesting in there.
For us, as designers, we’re trying to develop models that have relevance in the
evolution of the city.” wl

Q+A

designers of the year | interior design | Juli hodgson

Name a perfectly designed object.

A good corkscrew. Although it could become obsolete,
up until now, it has proven invaluable.
What current design/object is destined to become iconic?

The iPhone—it already is.
Who is the greatest designer?

Apart from Corbusier, Picasso.
What was your ﬁrst design?

The Old Spaghetti Factory in Calgary 30 Years ago. I
decided not to put it on my website, though.
What’s your favourite city, and why?

New World: London. It has everything a city should
have. Old World: Sienna. Piazza del Campo is one of
the greatest urban spaces ever designed.

PRACTICAL

MAGIC

D

Juli Hodgson’s down-to-earth design
sense results in quietly glam interiors
that exude West Coast appeal.
BY ANICKA QUIN
PhoToGRAPhs BY mARTIN TessLeR

Designer Juli Hodgson’s work will be familiar to readers of this magazine—her
jaw-dropping, spa-like bathrooms have graced more than a few covers, and one
Hodgson-designed house landed in our Dream Homes issue last year. And with
her win as this year’s Interior Designer of the Year, she breaks a Western Living
record: she’s the ﬁrst to win it twice.
Hodgson, who was named Interior Designer of the Year in our inaugural
awards in 2008, had a lucky break early in her career: after acting as an “assistant to an assistant” for iconoclastic designer Coco Cran in Calgary, she landed
a gig in Victoria as an in-house designer for Città Construction. “Bill Patterson
was a great guy to work for, the kind of guy who gave you a lot of rope to hang
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EVERY LITTLE STEP
Designer Juli Hodgson
in a ’70s-era West
Coast modern home
she rescued from the
bulldozer.
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homes
designers of
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GREAT OUTDOORS The house pivots around a large
central courtyard. Glass walls on the dining area pull
back to create a true indoor-outdoor space. Directly
across, an accessory building houses a home gym and
spa; the master bedroom also gets a view to the pool.
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GRAND GESTURES Several outdoor living niches include a firepit, an outdoor kitchen and a dining space (above). Hodgson preserved the
original stone wall in the entrance, then lined the ceiling with long-wearing Iroko wood (below, left). The cabinetry in the kitchen highlights the
grain of the same wood (below, centre). A narrow hallway is given light through slot skylights (below, right).

yourself,” she laughs. “I really learned how to design things so
they work.”
It gave Hodgson—who later gained fame designing Aritzia’s retail outlets for 15 years—the kind of on-the-job training
that’s helped her build the six-person, multi-service business she
runs today. The playful, modern design she’s become known
for doesn’t stop at the threshold: Hodgson and her team carry it through outside to the building itself, and the landscape
surrounding.
It’s also no small part of how she managed to save this West
Coast modernist building, which was designed by Douglas Simpson in the early ’70s. Where most clients would have torn down
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the 3,000-square-foot rancher, Hodgson worked with the City
of Vancouver to create zoning relaxations that would save the
structure—resulting in an 8,800-square-foot home that’s become
Hodgson’s career favourite.
The home, a classic modernist rectangle, had one small addition (it housed the master bedroom) a number of years back.
Hodgson extended that piece of the home, and added an accessory building on the lot—the future home of the spa and
gym—creating a U-shaped courtyard in the sunny backyard. She
preserved the original rustic stone wall in the entranceway, but
upped the drama with a six-foot-wide pivot door, and an Irokowood ceiling that travels through to the inside.

designers of the year | interior design |
In deference to West Coast modern
living, Hodgson made the home indooroutdoor. The master bedroom and kids’
playrooms each open to their own courtyards, and a run of glass on the rear wall—
where the living room, dining room and
home office are positioned—opens 32
feet across; paired with electric awnings
and patio heaters, the home is accessible
to the outside 365 days of the year. Inside,
a dark and narrow hallway is brightened
with slot skylights, allowing for sun to
pour down in square beams. But there’s
privacy where it’s needed, too: the home
ofﬁce can be closed off with elegant, oversize Iroko doors on industrial rails.
Hodgson also took care to extensively
design the outdoor spaces: a side yard is
lined with sliced, curving logs that act as
rustic patio steps and surrounded by soft
moss. An inﬁnity pool graces the centre
courtyard, connected with the spa and
gym; in another corner of the yard, a putting green awaits.
It’s a home that exempliﬁes the hallmarks of Hodgson’s design: rich detail
and smart, luxe materials; elegant and
spacious planning; and, most of all, livability. It’s that troika of design that
draws clients to her again and again. “I’m
extremely practical,” explains Hodgson.
“I don’t want to make something what
it’s not—I wouldn’t be the person to hire
if you wanted a penthouse in a tower to
look like Versailles.
“There’s someone out there for that
job,” she smiles, “but it’s not me.” wl

oNe
To WATCh
(INTE RI ORS)

GREAT AND GREEN Cool neutrals on
the bedframe and occasional chair allow
the view to the gardens to take centre
stage (above). Hodgson also designed the
landscape on the property; sections of
natural logs were buried into the earth to
act as patio pavers (left).

A T M O S P H E R E I N T E R I O R D E S I G N Tailoring a single home to suit the tastes of 35,000 potential owners is no
easy task, but Atmosphere Interior Design’s Trevor Ciona and Curtis Elmy aren’t taking it easy. In 2010, they signed on to stage three
lottery show homes for charity, and their bold choices—incorporating materials like zebra wood, custom metals and metallic fabrics—
turned the duo into a tour de force in Saskatoon, where they’ve given major face-lifts to some
of their city’s oldest residences. Since establishing their ﬁrm in 2004, they’ve consistently
challenged Saskatoon’s conservative design barriers, displaying what judge Paul Lavoie calls “a
conﬁdence that is truly Western” in their experiments with geometric patterns, unconventional
colours and nature-inspired forms. Christened “Saskatoon’s Kings of Style” in Style at Home,
Atmosphere has “ﬁlled a niche in a tough market,” says Lavoie. “I want to be invited to some of
these places for dinner!”—Katie Coopersmith
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designers of the year | furniture | Shawn Place

THIS SEAT

TAKEN
A bike shop manager walks into a furniture store—and
emerges as one of the West’s best new design talents.
B Y S TAC E Y M c L AC H L A N
PORTRAIT BY MARTIN TESSLER

S

hawn Place fell in love
the way most of us do:
by accident. “I saw
the wooden Danish
furniture and something just
clicked,” he explains, describing his first visit to Vancouver’s
Inform Interiors. The Ontarioborn bike shop manager was
exploring Vancouver after
moving West with a girlfriend
in 2005, and found himself unexpectedly inspired after popping into the Gastown shop. “I
said to myself, ‘I’m going to do
that,’ and just started researching furniture and design.”
He took his first prototype—
a hand-caned rocking chair inspired by the curved lines of
Haida art and Scandinavian
design—to Inform owner Niels
Bendtsen, whose own legendary work has found a home in
the Museum of Modern Art.
Bendtsen was immediately
taken with Place’s workmanship and passion; now, his
work sells alongside the likes
of Eames, Vitra and Le Corbusier—not bad company.
Place’s handmade chairs are
built with obvious care, and de-
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signed with thoughtful balance:
light flows through the neat
woven back of a lounger; the
curving lines of chair frames
are elegant and simple; exposed
joinery is snug and smooth.
Judges Ross Bonetti, Cobi
Ladner and Maddy Kelly
were delighted by the results
of Place’s home education. “He
could possibly be defining the
Western style vernacular,” says
Kelly, while Bonetti points to
Place’s innovative approaches
to classical forms. “There’s a
wonderful timeless quality
to the pieces; they display an
evolution of the craftsmanship art form.”
The girl who brought him
out West is long gone, but
Place—along with his wife and
their child—has made Prince
George, B.C., home. He has a
workshop, but often weaves
chairs in his basement. “I’m
interested in pushing the value
of craftsmanship,” Place says. “I
think there’s great societal value in people learning to make
things and becoming masterful
at their chosen craft. To be able
to put the ‘person’ back into the

westernliving.ca september 2012

product not only adds value to
that product, but to the maker
as well.”
Though he’s done side tables
on commission, Place is focused on creating the perfect
seat. “There’s just something
about chairs,” he says. “They can
have such interesting personalities—there’s a little story with
each of them.” His inspiration
is varied, but each piece clearly
bears Place’s mark. A sketch
of an owl becomes an open,
high-backed seat that envelops you like a hug. The iconic
PK 11 seat gets reinterpreted in
smooth, curving wood. They’re
at once sophisticated and homey. (Wallpaper magazine cited
Place’s chairs as its No. 2 reason
to visit Canada.)
A trip to the Milan Furniture
Fair last spring started talks for
collaborations with some of the
design world’s most respected
brands—not bad for a former
bike mechanic from Northern
B.C. “Designing doesn’t feel
like a choice,” says Place. “I see
something and look at it and
wonder how I can make it better. It’s just who I am.” wl

Q+A

ONE
TO WATCH
(F UR NIT UR E )

Name a perfectly designed object.

I’ve always been a fan of the PK 15 chair by
Poul Kjaerholm.

CORY BARKMAN

Who are your influences?

While searching for an
affordable way to make
prototypes for furniture
designs, Calgary artist
Cory Barkman took to
experimenting with
recycled and forgotten
objects. The found
materials quickly became
his medium of choice for
creating industrial-inspired,
eco-friendly works that
straddle the line between
art and function.
Part steampunk-chic,
part upcycled statement
pieces, his work is always
striking. Take his Industrial
Revolution table: built from
recycled springs and wood
from a 90-year-old barn
in Red Deer, it’s now been
paired with new casters
that have been stripped,
aged and modified.
Judge Ross Bonetti,
credited the designer for
problem solving with a
“remarkably low carbon
footprint.” Judge Cobi
Ladner summed up
Barkman’s work best:
“Beautiful, in a crazy way.”
We couldn’t agree more.
—Colleen McDonald

Hans Wegner, Poul Kjaerholm, Antonio Citterio.
How has technology improved the design process?

Technology has affected every aspect of the design
process, from the CAD software we use to things like
finite element analysis, allowing designs to create and
even test ideas long before a single prototype is made.
How has technology hindered the design process?

With CAD software, the limits of the program, and the
designer’s own limits in using the software, will restrict
what can be designed and how. We start to conform our
ideas to what we can execute with the technology.
What’s your favourite city, and why?

At this moment, Milan. I was recently there for the
Salone, and I love the old Milanese buildings with
their courtyards and centuries of history juxtaposed
by high-end design showrooms.

STUDY IN WOOD
Furniture designer Shawn Place
strolls past his Owl chair.
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designers of the year | eco | Manasc Isaac Architecture

Q+A

TO WATCH
( EC O / GREEN )

(With Myron Nebozuk)

Name a perfectly designed object.

A mid-2000s Mercedes SL convertible. It doesn’t have a single
line or curve that is out of place. I find this car remarkable
because every car design involves hundreds of people; they
really worked in an integrated manner to pull this one off.
What everyday object needs a redesign?

NORTHERN

EXPOSURE
SURE
From scarcity comes creativity, as Edmonton’s Manasc Isaac
learned the hard way—in the heart of the Arctic.

BY NEAL McLENNAN
PORTRAIT BY EUGENE UHUAD / 3TEN PHOTO
EXTERIOR ROBERT LEMERMEYER

A

contemporary house sits
atop another, larger building like a design remora. A
sweeping curve of academia
brushes up against—and
makes peace with—a neighbouring boreal forest. A thin modernist residence
communes with a neighbourhood of
post-war bungalows on the subject of
utilitarianism. Individually the projects
read like one-off discussion pieces, but
together they help illustrate the unique
and focused design ethos of Edmonton’s
Manasc Isaac—or what judge Peter Busby
refers to as the firm’s “progressive clarity
of design approach.”
While the vision of original principals
Vivian Manasc and Richard Isaac has long
since expanded past the borders of their
Northern Alberta base (and their team
size has expanded, too—they’re now an
office of 50 people), there’s no mistaking the genesis of their vision: adversity
breeds creativity. When you start your
career designing high-performance buildings that have to work in the extreme con-
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ditions of Canada’s Arctic, you approach
the construction of a single family dwelling or an office building in the relatively
tranquil confines of Alberta’s capital in a
different manner than most.
First and foremost, the team keeps a
near-religious adherence to their process
of thinking long and hard about what resources they’ll expend in a buildings’ design. “When you’re designing a building
for a Northern community that receives
all its building materials and supplies on
one barge, or ‘sea lift,’ per year, it makes
you very conscious of the choice of materials,” says Manasc. “It teaches you to
minimize waste, of materials or energy,
and maximize opportunity—which may
be the sun, the wind or the snow.” Adapting that doctrine to less extreme climes
has resulted in a string of firsts: Alberta’s
first LEED certified building (the Alberta
Urban Municipalities Association offices); Alberta’s first C-2000 Green building (Banff Town Hall); Edmonton’s first
LEED Silver building (St. John Ambulance headquarters); and the first LEED

The toothbrush holder. I’ve sketched several prototypes but it
is nearly impossible to accommodate the current fashion for
organic, snotty-looking toothbrushes elegantly. Toothbrush
designers should read P.G. Wodehouse’s The Code of the
Woosters to help me out.

JWT ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

JWT Architecture and Planning’s award-winning Pearson
House is a beacon for eco-friendly architecture: the earth is a
natural insulator, large windows provide solar heating and light,
concrete cools the home and rainwater is recycled from the roof.
It’s impressive, but not unusual for JWT principal James W.
Tuer—the Bowen Island resident always aims to build homes
that work in harmony with the earth. Next up: a “hyper-green”
residence for a client with allergies to
many traditional building products—
low VOC materials will be used, with
little exposed wood and concrete.
It’s a big task, but judge Thomas
Mueller praised Tuer for his “seamless
transitions between homes and natural
environment,” so we know he’s up to
the challenge.—Colleen McDonald

Which unheralded designer deserves more attention?

Sophie Muller. If you watch her “Cherish” video for Sade
enough, you can start a successful design practice, profoundly
understanding what’s essential and what’s superfluous.
How has technology improved the design process?

Architects can now use materials out of context in
breathtaking ways. Who would have thought a dozen years
ago that large expanses of glass could be supported by
supermodel-skinny wood members?
GREEN TEAM Manasc
Isaac partners (from left to
right) Mike Turner, Richard
Isaac, Myron Nebozuk,
Vivian Manasc, Derek
Heslop and Shafraaz Kaba.
Opposite, Vivian Manasc’s
vibrant rooftop condo.

Gold building in the Arctic (the Greenstone Government of Canada building).
But the suggestion that this is a group
of doctrinaire crusaders is dispelled after
a quick look at the playful side of their
buildings. As judge Brandy Burdeniuk observed, “When winter seems never-ending,
the hits of colour in their projects make
the spaces feel brighter and warmer.” Perhaps no building emphasizes this nexus
of design, functionality and conviviality
better than Vivian Manasc’s own residence. At first blush it looks like a beautifully imagined modernist box with a
Mondrian-esque pattern of coloured windows. It’s striking to look at, but the real
magic happens as the camera pulls back.
The house—actually a former mechanical
room—sits atop a drab 18-storey building
in Edmonton’s downtown. The juxtaposition is a perfect summary for the firm.
Striking new thinking is injected into
staid sets of ideas, and the result—for the
owner, the city and the environment—
shows that with this dedicated team the
sky really is the limit. wl
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Name a perfectly designed object.

An egg.
How has technology improved the design process?

It has given people with disabilities the ability
to create without having to use their hands.
How has technology hindered the design process?

It’s eliminating the skill of hand-drawn
renderings, which I feel should not be a lost art.
What’s your favourite city, and why?

Portland, Oregon. It has the beginnings of a
truly sustainable society. They support artists
by renting affordable shop space, which creates
a new economy and self employment; they have
great transit systems and bike routes; and it’s
vibrant, friendly, quirky and fun.

ONE
TO WATCH
(L A ND S C A P E )

designers of the year | landscape | Anne Talbot-Kelly

BALANCING ACT
Vancouver’s Anne Talbot-Kelly creates enchanting,
sustainable landscapes—with a dash of whimsy.
B Y S TAC E Y M c L AC H L A N P O RT R A I T B Y J O H N S I NA L

T

here’s hidden treasure in this
garden: strawberries quietly
growing in balcony containers,
a Charlie Brown-esque apple
tree sprouting its first fruit of
the season, a bay leaf plant climbing a trellis. That’s Anne Talbot-Kelly’s style. “I like to
show people that gardens can be more than
just flowers and plants,” says Talbot-Kelly.
“So I stick surprises in there: blueberries, a
pot of herbs beside the barbecue. It brings
people into the garden.”
This year’s Landscape Designer of the Year
has been working in the field for 25 years.
She trained under award-winning landscape
architect Geoff Woods, and remains inspired
by his philosophy of balance. “It’s about yin
and yang: if you’ve got too many flowers, it’s
unbalanced; if there’s too much hardscap-
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ing, it’s boring. You need angles and curves
and changing seasons to bring a garden to
life.” Though all of Talbot-Kelly’s projects are
unique, her balancing act is always in play.
In a garden she designed for a neighbour,
a vertical slate water feature gets a shot of
colour from vibrant orange blossoms.
Organic practices are part of her design
ethos, and she reuses and recycles whenever
possible. (In one project, old windows became lean-to greenhouses for the garage-side
garden.) And with everything she takes on—
be it designing a modern but kid-friendly
front yard, or turning renovation refuse into
a minimalist car park—Talbot-Kelly aims to
create a clean, bio-diverse environment that
represents a sustainable ecosystem.
As she spoke, she was just coming off her
busy spring season, and would barely get a

STRAUB THURMAYR

Breathing room is often hard to find
in a city, but Dietmar Straub and Anna
Thurmayr, principals of Winnipeg
landscape design firm Straub Thurmayr,
are experts in creating it. When they’re
not teaching classes at the University
of Manitoba, the two urban designers
specialize in transforming small,
frustrating spaces into mini retreats;
their “Snow White and the Seven
Gardens” project, for example, is a series
of minuscule gardens built along the
front of a residential building, each one
created to represent a different story.
They’re passionate about infusing the
seemingly worthless with worth, studying
the dialogue between city and landscape
and holding fast to Straub’s notion that
“how you treat a
garden is a model
for how you treat
the world.” —Katie
Coopersmith

chance to sit and enjoy the fruits (slight pun
intended) of her labour before getting back
to the drafting board. But those precious
summer days, sitting by a trickling fountain
as a lush Angel Trump tree fills the air with
a fragrant tropical sent, are what she lives
for—and why she’ll be doing this work for
years to come. “I think gardens are important to our souls,” Talbot-Kelly says. “There’s
something special about a really beautiful
garden—it becomes a place where things
want to be: butterflies, birds, humans. The
ultimate goal for me is making people want
to be in this magical space.” wl
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SHIFTING

SCALES
Marie Khouri is both large-scale sculptor and fine jeweller.
Those two worlds aren’t as different as you’d think.

BY REBECCA PHILPS

T

PORTRAIT BY CARLO RICCI

o understand how
the work of “functional” sculptor
Marie Khouri
could win both
our Industrial and Fashion
categories, scale is key. Every
piece—from the human vertebrae L5 bench to the Dove necklace—begins as a maquette, or
small-scale model, which serves
as a handheld blueprint for the
final work. Le Banc (the Bench),
which was installed outside
Vancouver’s Olympic Village
station for two years, is an 11foot realization of a concrete
shape that perfectly mimics the
curve of Khouri’s palm. The irregular silhouettes in the PL series, planters that were created
in collaboration with landscape
architect Dave Demers, are
large-scale versions of aqueous
lines that Khouri sculpted with
her thumbs. “Coastal design is
trending toward fluid,” noted
Industrial judge Geoffrey Lilge,
“and these are complex forms
that stand well on their own.”
Khouri’s line of jewellery offers another play on scale, as the
onyx, bronze, pewter and gold
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pieces reference both the large
bronze sculptures in her Vessel
line, and the oversize concrete
drops in her Forms collection.
“Marie’s designs are like wearable sculptures; the pieces are of
great character and individuality,” remarked Fashion judge Lida
Baday, who particularly admired
Khouri’s use of her 24-karat-gold
jewellery as hardware for crocodile- and stingray-skin purses.
Sense of place is also fundamental to Khouri’s body of
work, for it was only when she
moved to Vancouver from Paris
six years ago that her work “really began to take on new meaning,” she says. “The scale here, in
nature, in landscape, it gave me
wings. I was truly awakened.”
The move was a sort of homecoming for Khouri, who spent
two awkward years living here
as a teenager. Born in Egypt and
raised in Lebanon, she fled the
civil war at age 14 with her family, and came to live in Vancouver.
“At the time, this place wasn’t for
me,” she explains. “I didn’t understand it, and couldn’t wait to
escape to Europe.”
So she spent the next 25 years
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in France, working as a translator and then as a financier, before going on sabbatical and
enrolling, on a whim, in drawing
classes at the prestigious École
du Louvre. “My relatives were
architects and civil engineers,
so the belief in purity of form
was all around me. I just hadn’t
personally expressed it.” Her
instructor soon recognized that
she needed “to see volume—I
was terrible at drawing” and
handed her a piece of clay. “I
had only ever played with playdough with my kids,” she says
with a smile. “But something
spoke to me.”
Today Khouri, 52, splits her
time between the jewellery
studio in her west side home,
and industrial studios, where
she embraces the physically
demanding work that goes
into creating the large-scale
sculptural pieces that live in
both grand homes and on city
streets. “I love that I move between worlds. I can work on a
15-foot sculpture in the morning, and a tiny piece of jewellery at night. The shift in scale
always energizes my view.” wl

ONE
TO WATCH
(FA S H I O N )

MANITOBAH
MUKLUKS

Winnipeg designer Sean
McCormick may be
the brains behind the
Canadian-manufactured,
Aboriginal-owned
Manitobah Mukluks,
but these boots—an
urban take on the classic
slippers, crafted from all
natural materials—are
a community effort.
Manitobah has joined
forces with the Centre
for Aboriginal Human
Resource Development
to provide a bursary for
Aboriginal people to
further their education,
partnered with footwear
icon Louie Gong for a
special swooping eagle
edition to celebrate the
strength and leadership
of women, and worked
with Vibram, the world
leader in high-performance
rubber soles.
Now 15 years old,
Manitobah continues to
put an extra spring in the
step of every pair—the
sole of each shoe is marked
with an image of a turtle or
tipi.—Colleen McDonald

Q+A

Name a perfectly designed object.

Jaguar E-type Coupe.
What everyday object needs
a redesign?

The mobile phone.
Who are your influences?

The greatest, Henry Moore: he
was able to turn a 5-centimetre
model into a 25-foot sculpture.
What is your dream design project?

A car.
How has technology improved
the design process?

It inspires imagination and it
helps inspiration become reality.
How has technology hindered
the design process?

It also brings a lot of rubbish.

THE SHAPE OF THINGS
Marie Khouri wears her Wearable
Sculptures while sitting on La
Chaise, her biomorphically
designed lounger.
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PALETTE INDUSTRIES

ONE

It’s design with a message—sometimes
TO WATCH
(INDUST RI A L )
literally (on the Dharma Two chair,
which Palette Industries created for
the Alberta Cancer Foundation, a laser-cut
form spells out “minds for a cancer free future”),
sometimes more figuratively (the Nanton coat rack,
intended to “reinterpret and reclaim public irritants,” is
inspired by the transmission towers that line so many
Canadian highways). The Calgary-based design trio—Ian
Campana, Samuel Ho and Nathan Tremblay, who founded
the firm in 2005—make smart design an art form. Like
the Pizzico espresso cups, a
classic design updated with
intuitive improvements
such as lip indentations and
an ergonomic grip. “The
team works well together,”
commented judge Geoff
Lilge, “with energy to
spare.”—Katie Coopersmith

RECTANGLE

PALETTE INDUSTRIES

Calgary, rectangle.ca

Calgary, paletteindustries.com

A A ROBINS ARCHITECT

ROCK PAPER TREE DESIGN

Vancouver, aarobins.ca

North Vancouver,
rockpapertree.ca

THE SK Y IS THE LIMIT

Victoria,
theskyisthelimitdesign.com

STRAIGHT LINE DESIGNS

FASHION/
JEWELLERY

WOODSTONE DESIGN

*MARIE KHOURI

CHRISTIAN WOO

Vancouver, khouri.net

Vancouver, christianwoo.com

Vancouver,
straightlinedesigns.com
Vancouver, woodstonedesign.ca

CECILE BENAC KNIT WEAR

Burnaby, B.C.,
cecilebenacknitwear.com
DINA GONZ ALEZ MASCARO

Propellor Design

Vancouver, dinagm.com
DACE

Vancouver, dace.ca
ISABELLE DUNLOP CLOTHING

Vancouver,
isabelledunlop.blogspot.com
HENDERSON DRY GOODS

designers of the year | shortlist

MANITOBAH MUKLUKS

ECO

Winnipeg, manitobah.ca

*MANASC ISA AC ARCHITECTS

ARCHITECTURE

jwtarchitecture.com

STANDING ARMED

Edmonton, manascisaac.com

*L ANG WILSON PRACTICE IN

RUF PROJECT

Vancouver, standingarmed.com

CORY BARKMAN

ARCHITECTURE CULTURE

Vancouver, rufproject.com

STITTGEN FINE JEWELRY

Brant, Alta., corybarkman.com

West Vancouver, stittgen.com

FAWCETT MFG

Vancouver, lwpac.net
BURGERS ARCHITECTURE

INTERIORS

Vancouver, baiarchitects.com

*HODGSON DESIGN ASSOCIATES

INDUSTRIAL

HABITAT STUDIO

DEJONG DESIGN ASSOCIATES

*MARIE KHOURI

Edmonton, habitat-studio.com

Calgary, dejongdesign.com

Vancouver,
hodgsondesignassociates.com

Vancouver, khouri.net

CHRISTINA HILBORNE

MANASC ISA AC ARCHITECTS

ATMOSPHERE INTERIOR DESIGN

FLEET OBJECTS

Victoria, christinahilborne.com

Edmonton, manascisaac.com

Vancouver, fleetobjects.com

JW T ARCHITECTURE

A A ROBINS ARCHITECT

Saskatoon,
atmosphereinteriordesign.net

PALETTE INDUSTRIES

Vancouver, aarobins.ca

BBA DESIGN CONSULTANTS

Calgary, paletteindustries.com

Bowen Island, B.C.,
jwtarchitecture.com

Victoria, fawcettmfg.com

RUF PROJECT

Vancouver, bba-design.com

PROPELLOR DESIGN

L ANG WILSON PRACTICE IN

Vancouver, rufproject.com

ANNA DHILLON DESIGN

Vancouver, propellor.ca

ARCHITECTURE CULTURE

STURGESS ARCHITECTURE

Vancouver,
annadhillondesign.com

ROLLOUT

Vancouver, lwpac.net

Vancouver, rollout.ca

NICO SPACECRAFT

AMANDA HAMILTON DESIGN

STUDIO BROVHN

Calgary,
amandahamiltondesign.com

Vancouver, studiobrovhn.com

Roberts Creek, B.C.,
nicospacecraft.com

FURNITURE

LANDSCAPE

*SHAWN PL ACE DESIGNS

*ANNE TALBOT-KELLY

Vancouver, gardenhabits.ca

Vancouver, grahambarron.com

Prince George, B.C.,
shawnplace.ca

ANNA DHILLON DESIGN

CORY BARKMAN

Vancouver, aloedesigns.com

Vancouver,
annadhillondesign.com

Brant, Alta., corybarkman.com

HAVEN DESIGN

FAWCETT MFG

North Vancouver, havendesign.ca

AMANDA HAMILTON DESIGN

Victoria, fawcettmfg.com

JW T ARCHITECTURE

Vancouver,
amandahamiltondesign.com

FINE LINE CREATIONS

Victoria, finelinecreations.com

Bowen Island, B.C.,
jwtarchitecture.com

JW T ARCHITECTURE

THOM FOUGERE

STRAUB THURMAYR

Bowen Island, B.C.,

Winnipeg, thomfougere.com

Winnipeg

Calgary, sturgessarchitecture.com
ARTHUR ERICKSON
MEMORIAL AWARD
*PUBLIC : ARCHITECTURE

Vancouver, publicdesign.ca

Sturgess Architecture

GRAHAM BARRON DESIGN
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Vancouver,
hendersondrygoods.com
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designers of the year
| arthur erickson memorial award for an emerging architect |

Public: Architecture + Communication

CONCRETE

IDEALS
The medium is the message for Vancouver’s Public
Architecture, whose body of work speaks for itself.

J

BY MICHAEL HARRIS
PORTRAIT BY CARLO RICCI

THREE’S COMPANY John Wall (left), Brian Wakelin and Susan Mavor, poolside in their imaginatively designed UBC courtyard.
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ohn Wall, principal at Public:
Architecture +
Communication,
is waxing poetic
in his Gastown
offices with fellow principal Susan Mavor. The
third in this triumvirate, Brian
Wakelin, is a disembodied head,
talking to us via Skype on an iPad. “The
history of architecture has always been
about brands,” says Wall. “Gothic cathedrals? Those were totally brands. So what
we’re doing here isn’t that new.”
Since establishing their practice in 2008,
these three have been convincing clients
of that simple truth: architecture is your
brand. Buildings, gardens, the entire built
environment—it’s either a honed expression of your identity, a message to its users,
or it’s a mistake. Judges Marcia and Lloyd
Secter noted that this focused attitude has
led Public toward “a more imaginative and
avant-garde use of materials and forms
than others.”
They’ve put it into practice, too. When
the powerhouse landscape architecture
firm Phillips Farevaag Smallenberg invited
Public to contribute to a reimagining of a

Q+A
Who are your influences?

courtyard at UBC, Public’s 10-person firm
brought about a total brand rethink for the
university’s arts faculty.
Here’s how: the $2.25-million Buchanan
Pavilion face-lift started with the rigorously
modernist shoeboxes that make up UBC’s
arts buildings. (“The least loved buildings
on campus,” notes Wakelin.) “So we took
that long rectangle shape,” says Wall, “and
deformed it.” The result is a dramatically
folded (almost origami) expression of raw
concrete, beneath which sits a large reflecting pool. Etched into the floor of that reflecting pool: a single quotation from each
of the faculty’s 25 departments (in 11 languages in total), all of which ripple out in
curved lines of text.
That visual, of plural philosophies emanating out into the world, became such a
strong image that it now lives on T-shirts,
stationery and banners at UBC. “Most of
our clients are looking for either communication design or for architecture,” says
Wall. “It’s only after they come to us that
they realize they’re getting both.”
Judge Marc Boutin cheered the Buchanan
project for embodying the spirit of Arthur
Erickson: “Their forms, material and logic
reveal a sense of place,” he said.
Our judges saw that same big-picture approach when, at Kwantlen Polytechnic University in Surrey, B.C., Public took a typical
concrete institutional space and enclosed

Steve Jobs, Tibor Kalman, OMA.
Which unheralded designer
deserves more attention?

All type designers.
How has technology improved the
design process?

WYSIWYG abilities.
How has technology hindered the
design process?

Too many emails.
Which three people would you like to
have dinner with?

Anthony Bourdain to pick the
restaurant, Oscar Niemeyer
because he has done it all and,
if anything were possible,
Jacqueline Onassis.
What’s your favourite city, and why?

Barcelona for its public spaces.

it with a weaving of wood slats that creates an informal and multipurpose First
Nations-inspired “basket” for students to
gather within. We’ll see it again when Public re-imagines Vancouver’s Hastings Park
next year.
Public receives this year’s Arthur Erickson Memorial Award, then, because—in
addition to designing truly beautiful, lifeenhancing spaces—this emerging firm is
giving us a smarter way to talk about design itself. wl
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ARCHITECTURE

FURNITURE

teaches
architecture and urban
design at the Faculty of
Environmental Design at the
University of Calgary, and is
the principal of Marc Boutin
Architectural Collaborative, an
interdisciplinary design firm.
He was Canada’s recipient of the
Prix de Rome in 2002.

is president
of Vancouver’s Livingspace,
one of North America’s most
comprehensive modern home
design resources. He travels
throughout Europe sourcing top
international brands to feature
in his new showroom, designed
by architect Omer Arbel.
Madelaine Kelly has a
passion for design, performing
arts, health, literature and
community. She founded
Domicile Interiors in 1998 to
bring contemporary furnishings
to Calgary.
Cobi L adner , past editor
of Canadian House & Home
magazine, is one of the country’s
leading design and decorating
authorities. Her opinions
and insights are frequently
cited in Canadian media. She
now designs furniture and
accessories for Cobistyle.

Marc Boutin

Marcia and Lloyd Secter

have served as leading architects
for nearly four decades in
Winnipeg, expanding the
design aesthetic of their home
city and working with private
clients in Winnipeg, Miami and
the West Coast of Canada.
Bing Thom is the principal of
Vancouver-based Bing Thom
Architects. His commitment to
improving the urban context
has been recognized by a range
of honours including the Order
of Canada and an honorary
professorship from Tongji
University in Shanghai.
I n teri o rs

advocates for West
Coast design through her Globe
and Mail column, her HGTV
series and her Vancouverbased Kelly Deck Design. Her
firm specializes in effortless
elegance, a distinctly West Coast
characteristic, and volunteers for
community projects, such as the
VGH Millionaire Home Lottery.
Paul L avoie has been a Calgarybased residential interior
designer for more than 25 years,
designing homes, commercial
environments and yachts. His
career has been documented by
magazines such as Architectural
Digest and Western Living.
Robert Ledingham , one of
Canada’s most celebrated
designers, began his consulting
practice in the 1970s. He was
inducted into Western Living’s
Hall of Fame in 2004. In 1998,
the Vancouverite became
the first Canadian to win the
International Interior Design
Association’s Leadership Award.
Kelly Deck
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Ross Bonetti

F A S H I ON /
JEWELLERY
Lida Baday has been creating
sleek, sculptural, modern
womenswear for over 25 years.
She has been the recipient of
the Fil d’Argent in Paris and
Toronto’s Designer of the Year
award, among others. She
maintains a popular showroom
in New York.
Joe Mimran , chair of the
Fashion Design Council of
Canada, is the creative director
of the Joe Fresh Style brand.
The Toronto-based designer
founded both Club Monaco and
Caban, and currently oversees
the President’s Choice Home
collection.
L arry Rosen , CEO of Harry
Rosen, has been with the
company for more than 25
years, cultivating an intimate
knowledge of the world’s finest
menswear. He is also a member
of the Ivey Advisory Board and
the Princess Margaret Hospital
Foundation board of directors.
Chip and Shannon Wilson

founded Lululemon Athletica
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in 1998. Shannon, a triathelete,
cares deeply about how a new
product feels and fits—not
just in the mirror, but in active
motion, or in deep meditation.
Chip has a sharp eye for style,
does care what that mirror
reflects, but he’s looking into the
mirror of tomorrow.
I n d ustrial

founded Omer
Arbel Office in 2005. He is the
recipient of various high profile
awards, including the Ron
Thom award for Early Design
Achievement. He has served on
design panels and lectured at
the UBC School of Architecture
and at the School of Constructed
Environments at Parsons.
Geoffrey Lilge lives in
Edmonton. He was a founding
partner of Pure Design, a
manufacturer of an awardwinning furniture and home
accessories collection created
with designers including
Karim Rashid. Today, he
designs and produces beautiful
kitchen tools.
Henrik Preutz has worked as a
designer at Ikea of Sweden since
2003. He’s created over 300
products for the company, each
carefully planned to address
packaging, transportation and
environmental aspects, and
always with the goal to creating
good design for everyday life.
Paul Rowan is the vicepresident of design and cofounder of Umbra. A graphic
design graduate from George
Brown College, the Toronto-born
Rowan has dedicated his career
to creating intelligently designed
products people want.
Omer Arbel

g ree n

is an
instructor in the Green Design
program at the University of
Alberta and a LEED-accredited
professional. As a partner at
EcoAmmo, a sustainability
consulting firm for built
environments, she works to

Brandy Burdeniuk

educate and excite people about
green design.
Peter Busby, as managing
director of Perkins + Will in
Vancouver, oversees more than
100 employees working on
global projects. He’s a member
of the Canada Green Building
Council and the Governor
General’s Order of Canada.
Brent Comber is an
internationally renowned artist
and designer, creating sculpted
objects, functional pieces and
design environments from
found wood. Growing up
in the Pacific Northwest, he
developed a unique appreciation
for the natural materials of his
environment.
Thomas Mueller is a founding
director of the Canada Green
Building Council and became
president and CEO of the
council in 2005. He is also
a member of the board of
directors of the World Green
Building Council and the Green
Building Certification Institute.
L a n d scape
Jim Hole lives in Edmonton and
works at his family’s greenhouse
and garden centre. In addition
to writing bestselling books,
newspaper columns and a
twice-yearly magazine, Enjoy
Gardening, he is a regular on
CityTV and CBC Radio.
kelt y McKinnon is a landscape
architect, writer and adjunct
professor at UBC. As a
principal at Phillips Farevaag
Smallenberg, she specializes in
projects dealing with the public
realm and public art both locally
and internationally. Kelty is the
editor of PFS’s recent awardwinning monograph, Grounded.
Harry Jongerden is the garden
director of VanDusen Botanical
Garden. He was formerly
the director of horticulture
and garden designer at Royal
Botanical Gardens. He also spent
eight years as head gardener
at the Stratford Shakespeare
Festival. wl

